
Trips urith a Mission

The Least of These Children's Home - Minsk, Belarus
Reality and imagination can be very different perceptions. The seven volunteers riding the
all-night train from Warsaw, Poland to Minsk, Belarus, imagined a night of peaceful rest in
sleeping berths, lulled to sleep by the clickity-clack rhythm of the train wheels. Reality kept
everyone awake as the train jerked, bumped and rattled at an irregular pace jarring each
passenger. In the dead of night we became anxious when uniformed immigration officers
gathered our passports, not returning for 45 minutes. The cardinal rule of travel is, never
become separated from your passport. Without a choice, we broke the rule. With passports
safely stowed we thought the worst was over.

We laid back on the short, narrow bed covered with a starched white sheet. With weary eyes
closed our primary thought was sleep. The train shrieked to a grinding halt. Had we only
traveled 15 minutes? The passenger car rocked back and forth, lunged forward then
backward. There were sounds of grinding metal. It seemed we were in the twilight zone! A
mechanic opened the door to one of our cabins, threw aside the carpet then lifted a large
round cap from the floor, revealing train axles. Soon we realized the train was in an
enormous garage with mechanics scurrying about performing maintenance in the middle of
the night. Later, we learned that Poland and Belarus have different gauge tracks. A11 the
wheels on trains crossing the border have to be changed. So much for modern technology!

This journey with its dubious beginrring, proved to be a tremendous blessing! We traveled to
Belarus to alter a single-family home into a safe haven for orphaned children. Oleg and Olga,
the surrogate parents at this Home, have a heart full of love for God's children, but no
financial means to either buy a suitable house or to repair and furnish it. That is where we
come in! There was much work to do.
Furniture had to be purchased & assembled.
In Belarus, most furniture is packed in boxes
with a piece or two missing for good
measure. It takes a lot of furniture to furnish
a 3-bedroom home and lots of patience to
assemble it! Jeff Asher, Terry Tautz and Tom
Evans worked many tedious hours learning
that patience is a virtue.

Lunch on a makeshift table in the unfinished playroom. {
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Minsk, Belarus - continued
There were 13 light fixtures to hang because the old ones were
taken by the previous homeowner, wallpaper to be hung to
cover water stains and bathrooms to make useable. Three
porches needed spindles, stairs needed handrails and an
unheated sufirrner porch needed to be insulated and converted
to a playroom. Tom installed a kitchen with virtually no tools;
Jed Dart became a master at wallpapering, while Jeff and Terry
are now experts at insulation and hanging wainscoting.

Jeremy Chittick and Wesley Leeds were the outdoor craftsman.
Together they built a magnificent playground complete with
swings, monkey bars, playhouse, sandbox - the works! We
affecfionately dubbed it, Jeremy's Castle! Wesley and Jeremy
braved the daily rain and cold temperature to create a fun
playing environment for the orphan children.

Though we worked hard every day, we actually learned more
than we worked. We discovered how we take our freedom for
granted. Russians always carry their passports when they
drive because they can be stopped by a policeman at any time.
If they are outside their hometown, they can be arrested if they
cannot show proof of why they are traveling.

One day we gathered around Pastor Slava to pray for him.
There is minimal religious freedom in Belarus and Pastor Slava
had been called to a meeting by a government official.
Depending on the outcome of the meeting, the church could be
closed or a serious penalty could be inflicted upon the pastor.
We prayed fervently that God would guide the outcome of the
meeting. That evening at supper, we were told the meeting
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Special Thanks to
our New Sponsors!!

Jeff & Leesa Asher
Tom & Leah Evans
Chris & Kelly Stark
. Tim & Paulette

Miller
. Judy Phipps

Josie Sims is
sponsoring a child for
I year in honor of her

brother, Isaac's,
21st birthday.

Thanks to those who
traveled to Belarus to

work:
Jeff Asher

Jeremy Chittick
Jed Dart

Tom Evans
Wesley Leeds
Terry Tautz

Thank you, Judy
Phipps, for giving of
your time to help us

with offrce work.

Many thanks to those
who have financially

supported our
projects! ! !



Minsk, Belarus - continued
The house where we dined every evening
was under construction. Each night as we
entered the house, weary from work, we had
to be totally silent. If the Belarusian workers
heard American voices, thuy would ask
questions. The police would be notified and '

interrogation would begin. The authorities
would want to know why a group of
Americans were visiting a Belarusian. It is
'unnerving to be in a country where liberties
are so restricted.

On the last duy in Minsk, the group
dedicated the house to God. We gathered in
a group around Oleg and Olga, the surrogate
parents. In every room we prayed that
God's love, blessings and wisdom permeate
the house and the precious people who will
be living there.

Praying for an abundance of guidance
and wisdom for Oleg and Olga as they

begrn their important new job as parents
to indigent children.

We traveled to Belarus prepared to give but
we receioed much more than roe gaae! Slava and
Eugene dedicated two weeks of their time
transporting us 2 hours each day to the job
site, shopping for supplies and furnishings.
Eugene lives 3 hours north of

Minsk in the city of Vitebsk. Yet he still
joined us to help in every way he could.
These men demonstrated true Christianity
as they willing gave their all for this cause.

Being intimately involved in a project like
the Children's Home in Minsk, is very
moving. When you actually spend your
own time, energy and money to give new
life to childreru you feel fulfilled. Oleg and
Olga are wonderful people who will spend
the next 20 years of their lives parenting
God's forgotten children! As we worked
to prepare the house for government
inspection we felt honored to make the
necessary renovations. The new Least of
These Children's Home is made possible
only by the combined effort of many - the
volunteer workers, the many who donate
money, and the Belarusians who have
given of themselves.
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